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Use this summary checklist to 
review your own copy and to refer 
back to whenever you need to 
refresh your skills.



It isn’t supposed to be ‘Great Writing’ 

It’s supposed to urge action

Copywriters make decisions based on objective data

Don’t rely on personal judgment

Use wording that works

‘Test Out’ Your copy

Secret #1. Good Copywriting Isn't "Good"; It's Effective



Good copy tells the reader the benefits

How do features translate to a better life

Always come back to the reader

Write in a conversational tone

Emphasize the reader’s life

Secret #2. Focus On The Reader



People shop as they are looking for a solution to a problem

Identify this problem and show how you offer a solution

Ask them to imagine how things may worsen

Frame your offer as the solution to push an emotional button

Urge the reader to take action

Secret #3. Focus On The Problem



Your copy is your weapon against readers’ doubt

They’re asking questions as they read

They don’t expect a solution

There is risk involved

Address and put rest to these doubts

Removing doubt encourages repeat purchases

Secret #4. The Battle Against Doubt



Imagine a possible future where the problem is solved

If you can provide the imagined future, your copy will work

Add a timeframe to your offer

Emphasize the future in the wording

Create an image in the customers’ mind so they can feel it

Use the five senses to paint a picture

Secret #5. Imagine The End Result



You can never do too much to quell doubts or risk

Work hard to establish your company’s credibility

Get social proof

Back up claims with facts or figures

Give them a way to verify

Offer guarantees and refunds

Secret #6. Build Credibility



Offer something nobody else does

Ask yourself ‘So What?’ for each statement

If it doesn’t pass and isn’t essential, take it out

If it is essential, clarify and explain it

Eliminate anything non-essential

Every word should lead readers to act

Secret #7. The "So What" Test



Certain words work, and others don’t

Test through trial and error

Choose words that refer to benefits

They’re thinking about problems

Split-test your copy

Look at the copy of your competitors

Slight changes in wording can have a huge effect

Secret #8. The Importance Of Wording



We buy through specific desires and benefits

You have to know your buyer and understand what motivates them

Research your audience

Make a profile of your target market

Include demographics and psychographics

Understand their feelings

Secret #9. Appeal To Emotions



There must be truth behind your claims

You need to deliver on all promises made

Good copy alone won’t sell sub-par products

Make sure every claim is true and supported

Get feedback and make improvements

Secret #10. Good Copy Tells The Truth



KEEP IN TOUCH
FOR QUESTIONS, COMMENTS,
AND MORE INFO
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